Submillimeter Galaxies (SMGs) are massive, distant galaxies that are observed to have extremely high star formation rates, and they are believed to be possibly the progenitors of massive elliptical galaxies. Previous studies have found that they have a higher likelihood to harbour Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs), likely in the pre-quasar phase, but these studies were controversial due to the inhomogeneity and poor angular resolution of earlier submillimeter surveys. Our work sets out to put more stringent constraints on the links between AGN activity in SMGs by combining the powers of ALMA and Chandra observations in the Extended Chandra Deep Field South (E-CDF-S). Our SMG samples are from the ALMA LABOCA E-CDFS-S Submillimeter Survey (ALESS), which is the first fully identified, most homogeneous, and the largest contiguous survey at 870 µm. We have found 10 X-ray sources associated with SMGs, all at z > 1.5, and 8 of them were identified to be AGNs. Five of them have enough Xray counts to enable a proper spectral fit. One of these five is a previously known quasar, and appears to be unabsorbed. Three of the remaining four appear to be heavily absorbed (N H > 10 23 cm -2 ), among which two sources have intrinsic X-ray luminosity larger than 10 44 erg/s and can be classified as obscured quasars. The last one is moderately obscured. The remaining five of the ten that do not have enough X-ray counts for spectral fit also exhibit different levels of absorption. An analysis on AGN fraction, taking into account the spatial variation of survey sensitivity, yields an f AGN of 17% (+16% -6%) for SMGs hosting AGN with intrinsic luminosity larger than ~10 43 erg/s, which is consistent within error bars with previous analyses. The AGN fraction of this group of SMGs in the E-CDF-S appears to be consistent with the f AGN values for galaxies at similar redshifts with comparable masses and star formation rates. The results presented here are preliminary.
Introduction
Submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) are massive, distant galaxies that are very luminous in the observed-frame submillimeter (submm) band. They are known as the "distant" cousins of the local ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) as they share common properties but differ from each other even more. Like ULIRGs, SMGs are highly star forming, but with even larger star formation rate (SFR) of typically ~1000 M ¤ /year Smail et al. 2002) . They are more massive galaxies than ULIRGs, with stellar mass about 10 11 M ¤ though they are typically at redshift z~2, only ~3.3 Gyr after the Big Bang. They are also thought to have different star formation patterns from the ULIRGs: while ULIRGs are known to have concentrated star formation at their cores, SMGs seem to have star formation at larger scale over the galaxies (Coppin et al. 2012 ). They are also thought to be related to the quasar activities near redshift z ~ 2, and are thought to have a large AGN duty cycle and to host pre-quasar black holes (Alexander et al. 2005a, b) . This is perhaps not surprising, since there are known correlation between the occurrence rate of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) and the stellar mass of galaxies (e.g. , Aird et al. 2011 ). These massive galaxies are also thought to be the progenitors of the local massive elliptical galaxies , and if true, this is consistent with the picture of merger-driven galaxy growth and the co-evolution of the central black hole (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2008 ).
However, the results from previous studies on AGNs in SMGs are controversial, and do not agree on the AGN fraction and duty cycle of the SMGs (Alexander et al. 2005a; Laird et al. 2010) . This is mainly due to the extremely challenging nature of unambiguously identifying the counterparts of SMGs, because the last generation submm surveys had poor angular resolution Weiss et al. 2009; Biggs et al. 2011 ). In addition, previous works were done in the Chandra Deep Field North (CDF-N) region, where multiple submm surveys were conducted over different sub-regions of CDF-N, and the combined submm sensitivity map is inhomogeneous over the region.
The LABOCA Extended Chandra Deep Field South (E-CDF-S) Submm Survey (LESS; Weiss et al. 2009 ) is the first contiguous and uniform submm survey, and it covers the most Xray sensitive region on the sky observed with Chandra, the 4 Ms CDF-S survey (Xue et al. 2011; X11) . There are 126 bright submm sources found in the LESS survey, and they are followed up by the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) in Cycle 0 in the ALMA LABOCA E-CDF-S Submm Survey (ALESS; Hodge et al. 2013 ). The exquisite sensitivity and angular resolution of ALMA (<0.5") provides us the opportunity to unambiguously identify the X-ray counterparts of SMGs in this field for the first time, and to study the AGNs at the center of these highly star forming galaxies. 
AGN Identification

Matching the X-ray Sources and SMGs
We first aim to find secure X-ray counterparts to the ALESS SMGs. The ALESS main source catalog contains 99 sources in total (Hodge et al. 2013) , with 91 sources lying within the E-CDF-S region. Our X-ray catalog consists of 892 sources from the 4 Ms CDF-S (X11) and 762 sources from the 250 ks E-CDF-S (Lehmer et al. 2005 ; L05). The X-ray catalog includes the main and supplementary catalog sources from L05 and X11, as well as additional sources from a WAVDETECT catalog with a false-positive probability threshold of < 10 -5 , which is larger than used for selecting main or supplementary sources in L05 and X11, but if matched to submm sources, these sources are likely to be robust. We employed likelihood-ratio matching method detailed in Luo et al. (2010) to search for X-ray counterparts for the SMGs. We found 10 matches with an estimated false match probability of ~3% (expected number of false match = 0.3). The X-ray detected SMGs are shown in the X-ray sensitivity map in Figure 1 .
AGN or Starburst Classification
We then proceed to analyze if the X-ray emission detected in these 10 SMGs is from AGN or can be fully explained by just star formation in these starburst galaxies. Left panel of Figure 2 shows an example of our classification method through comparison of rest-frame X-ray luminosity, L 0.5-8keV , (not absorption corrected) and radio luminosity in the 1.4 GHz band, converted from observed 1.4 GHz flux assuming a radio spectral index of α = 0.8. Any SMGs with X-ray luminosity that is a factor of 5 larger than the amount expected from pure star formation, as estimated by the radio luminosity, are classified as AGN hosts. As shown in the left panel of Figure 2 , source No. 17, 45 and 67 (their short LESS IDs) are not classified as 4 AGN hosts using this method, while all other 7 SMGs are. However, LESS 17 has a very hard X-ray spectrum, and is therefore classified as AGN under other criteria we used.
Other criteria that we used to see if an SMG hosts AGN, including: (1) having an intrinsic, absorption-corrected X-ray luminosity of larger than 3×10 42 erg/s; (2) having an X-ray spectral index Γ < 1.0; (3) X-ray luminosity being a factor of 5 or larger as expected from star formation, which is estimated by stellar mass and infrared luminosity following Lehmer et al. (2010) ; (4) observed infrared flux in the IRAC 3.6 µm band is smaller than 1/10 of the observed X-ray flux in 0.5-8 keV. Combining all these criteria together, except for LESS 45 and 67, which have relatively low X-ray luminosity and soft spectral indices that are consistent with X-ray coming from star formation, the other 8 out of 10 SMGs are classified as AGN hosts.
Spectral Properties
Among the 8 AGNs, one is a known quasar (LESS 66), and it appears to be unabsorbed. The other 7 AGNs all show moderate to high obscuration, including the heavily obscured AGN at redshift of 4.76 (LESS 73) reported by Gilli et al. (2011) .
The right panel of Figure 2 is a schematic view of how obscured these AGNs appear to be. Seven AGNs appear to have N H around 10 23 cm -2 or even higher. Five out of ten SMGs have enough X-ray photon counts (> 100) to enable a proper spectral fitting, and the results shown in Figure 2 are consistent with our spectral fits. 
Right:
The band ratio between the 2-8 keV (hard) and the 0.5-2 keV (soft) bands (i.e., X-ray hardness) vs. redshift for our SMGs. Plotted are 1σ error bars for the band ratios. Note that for ALESS 45.1 and ALESS 67.1, the net counts are low and the backgrounds are high, and thus the band ratios are not well constrained and 90% upper limits are provided here. The dashed lines are tracks for AGN spectral models described by a power-law with the effects of both Galactic and intrinsic absorption with the intrinsic photon index Γ int fixed to 1.8 (XSPEC wabs*zwabs*zpow). The shaded region is for models with a varying Γ int = 1.8±0. Table 4 and § 3 for details on the band ratios and their error bars. Note that for ALESS 45.1 and ALESS 67.1, the net counts are low and the backgrounds are high, and thus the band ratios are not well constrained;d 90% upper limits are provided here. The dashed lines are tracks for AGN spectral models described by a power-law with the effects of both Galactic and intrinsic absorption with the intrinsic photon index Γint fixed to 1.8 (XSPEC wabs*zwabs*zpow). The shaded region is for models with a varying Γint = 1.8±0. 
AGN Fraction among Submm Galaxies
We then estimate the AGN fraction in these SMGs. We follow the method discussed in Lehmer et al. (2007) and Silverman et al. (2008) to calculate the cumulative AGN fraction f AGN for SMGs hosting AGNs with a certain intrinsic (absorption corrected) 0.5-8 keV X-ray luminosity value or higher. This method takes into account the spatial inhomogeneity in X-ray sensitivity limit and compensates for the bias induced by such X-ray catalogs when estimating AGN fraction.
It computes the contribution from each AGN to the cumulative AGN fraction, and since we have only 8 AGNs in our sample, the X-ray luminosity values we chose to compute f AGN at are simply the X-ray luminosities of these 8 AGNs. The results are plotted in Figure 3 . About 17% of SMGs host AGNs with intrinsic Xray luminosity of 7.8×10 42 erg/s or larger. This is roughly consistent with previous results, though previous studies are relatively more uncertain due to non-uniform submm survey and less robust counterpart identification. While 17% AGN fraction is relatively high compared to all field galaxies at redshift z=1-3 or so, this value is actually not surprising given the high stellar mass and high star formation rate of SMGs. Indeed, if compared to galaxies with similar stellar mass (~10 11 M ¤ ) or galaxies with similar star formation rate (~1000 M ¤ /year), they have comparable AGN fraction (see, e.g. Xue et al. 2010 ). However, it is yet to be understood why massive or highly star forming galaxies have higher AGN fraction. Among the 10 X-ray detected SMGs in our sample, 8 are AGN-dominated in the X-ray. It is reasonable to speculate that if we go deeper in X-ray, more AGNs in SMGs will be revealed, especially considering the high obscuration we saw in our AGN sample. With the exquisite sensitivity and angular resolution of ALMA, we are just beginning to understand the nature of SMGs and the AGNs they host. Are they truly merger driven? What is their difference from the local ULIRGs? Are the AGNs we found in SMGs going to grow into the powerful quasars we see around redshift z~2? As more samples of SMGs accumulate and more secure multiwavelength counterparts identified, we are getting closer and closer to answering these questions and to revealing the role that AGNs may have played in the course of galaxy evolution and cosmic star formation, which was one of the key questions of this conference. 
